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A great deal or literature concerning work, play an

job satisfaction is summarized and integrated. The author discusses a

number of different conceptions of what work actually is and

concludes that, according to all definitions, work is an instrumental

activity with only extrinsic satisfactions. It is his contention,
however, that work may have intrinsically rewarding aspects. Play is

viewed very broadly as: (1) intrinsically rewarding; (2) an activity

which includes information search, skill training, and repetitious

practice; and (3) a form of learning and rehearsal. The author
prefers not to see work and play as mutually exclusive activities,
but to view them as complementary components of aU activities. On

this basis, a model for vocational counseling iF proposed, which

seeks to evaluate jobs on the relative degrees of extrinsic and
intrinsic satisfaction which they can provide, and to determine which
individuals would "fit" with what kinds of jobs, utilizing the
extrinsic/intrinsic satisfaction dimensions. (TL)
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Work

In contempor ry rn culture york is coolmonly portrayed as a

necessary evil. It was forced upon us when Adam and Eve were driven

out of ine Garden of Eden and were told that they must earn their br ad

the sweat of their brows. Work is a necessity because the harsh

realities of -ur ioloaiceI exfenc force us to labour to provide

the basic re_. ir= ents of lite and, if we des re mo e than those - and

who is not motiva day to acquire more than mere subsi fence -

must work long and hard. Work is DI o portrayed in our culture as

evil becau.,e Adam, and so all mankind, was disobedient and w is the

expiation of our (milt feelings for disobedienc . More realistically,

work is imposed upon U5 and like all impositi ns is therefore resented.

lork has not always been viewed as a necessary evil. At

different times throu 1
the a-es it has been variously interpreted.

The Greeks and %mans, for example 1,:aw it as evil but with the avaiI °

ability of slaves, were able to reject it ry for free men.

With The rise of Christianity and especially under the influence of

the Protestant ethic an attempt was made to remove the stigma of ev I-

ana to represent work as a loving obl qation to a divine being.

Yet, things that are necessary seem rarely to be vie ed as good and

gradually, with the rise of capitalism and the misery of sweat shop
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"in a secal democracy, after the t,rst was eliminated, the
last alone would remain efficacious. Love of occupation,
althouon it occaionelly accompanies and cheers every sort
of labour could never induce man originally to undertake
arduous and uninteresting tasks, nor persevere in them if
by chance or waywardness such tasks had been once under-
faken. telination can never be tne general motive for
the work now imposed on -1-(2 masses." (n. 34).

Vrcom too nondors the renson that make people work and con-

They provide wag s to the role occupant in return for his

services.

They require from the rd e occupant the expenditure of mental

p at

. They permit the role occ pont to contribute to the production

of goods or sE,rvi- s.

4. They permit or require of the role occupant social interacti

with other persons.

5. They defIne, at least in part, the social status of the role

e_ nt. (Vroom, 4; p 30).



Mennineer 1964) in a basic textbook used in most voc tional

guidance courses in America sug9ests tnat "to the psychiatrist work is

an essential activity of the mentally healthy person, a mature person."

He argues that work satisfies many psychological needs which cannot be

met easily in other ways. These include an outlet for hostile or

aggressive drives and job satisfactions derived from the wo thwhileness

of work, pleasant personal relations with other w rkers, a chance to

be a member of the team, and the satisfaction assocIated with allegiance

with a superior being.

Common in all of these definitions is one feature - that work is

an activity of which the goal is the production of some4tling and whose

satisfactions are derived from objects or situations extrinsic to the

nature of the task. For example, although Vroom argued that one goal

of work is the exertion of physical energy, this goal is not intrinsi-

cally bound to the characteristics of the activity it elf.

Thus work seems not to be intrinsically rewarding. Rather, the

rewards of work are to be sought in its products, in the creation of an

object cr event that in turn reinforces the worker. The reinforcement

may be obtained by selling the product by displaying it to others

by the receipt of rewards for having produced something. The rewards

may be financial gain, status, prestige, security or even a feeling of

weariness. Thus the laborer on a production line is working, as is the

surgeon who performs an operation, the artist who sells his work, the

academician who publishes his research findings and the teacher who

submits a year-end repert on his students' progress.



In this sense an activity is pleasurable to the extent that

the anticipated reward is pleasurable. If a painter expects to sell

the painting he is working on, he enjoys the anticipation of the pleasure

he will derive from the receipt and disbursement of the money, and the

prestige and fame that may follow ifs sale.

Yet one would argue that there is usually some pleasure in

the performance of a task. Shimmin (1966) argues that while work is

often assumed to be neither pleasurable nor self-rewarding, it should

not be viewed simply as something people do not like doing. The teacher

may enjoy his interchange with his pupils and the writer the creative

involvement in his paper. While this may be less apparent with the

laborer on the production line, it is not enti ely untrue. One can find

many blue collar workers who enjoy their labor and not merely the rewards

they derive from their jobs.

Thus it must be granted thot activities may have intrinsically

rewarding aspects. There may be characteristics in El experience that

may make its doing pleasu able in and of its If.

Play

Such characteristics are usually inhered in activities which

we subsume under the rubric of play.. Play might be defined as those

activities which work is not - recreation, amusement, hobbies, leisure

and other voluntary fun activities.

A number of psycho! gists and S ciologists have attempted to
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define the concept of play or have offered criteria that playful behavior

would meet. The definitions are not, of course, con ruent and some

criteria include activities that others would not. But, as with defini-

tions of vmrk, there are common features in many of the expositions.

ntine (1942), for example, defined play as "any activity which is

carried out entirely for its own sake." Piaget (1951) listed a number

of generally accepted criteria defining play as an end in itself, a

spontaneous activity and one carried on for pleasure. Margaret Mead

(1950) in a discu sion of work and play described work as an activity

"that is purposeful and directed towards ends that lie outside that

activity" in contrast with the self-rewarding character of play.

In all of these definitions play seems to be characterized as

spontan us, i.e. an act the reward for which is intrinsic to the acti-

vity itself. But to relegate the definition of act to spontaneity is

to abrogate one's responsibility to scientific investigation and compre-

hension. For spontaneity can be traced back in time and anchored down

to a reaction to an instigatory stimulus with no biologically important

consequence, or as Schlossberg (1947) put it, "seems useless in the eyes

of an observ

The motivation for play is derived from stimuli which directly

afiict the cent-al nervous system. Following theoret:cal formulations

by Declyne (1960, 1968) play can be defined as one.type o4 response to

situz' :-,ns characterized by high levels of ambiguity, complexity,

novelty and similar environmental var ables - all of which serve to

induce a moderate level of uncertainty, response conflict, physiological

imbalance and neural tension in the body.
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Play is also a form et icarnIril and rehearsal. It is practice

in eaininn competence, i.e. the capacity to interact effectively with

environmcmlf t'cihite, 1959). The individual in the presence of

uncertainty must learn Mrouoh exploraticn and practice to gain mastery

and comprehehsi-- ! /or environmental conditions as well as his own

abilities. He enjoys the repetitious practice in which he reduces

uncertainty arid Llocomes proficient in responding appropriately and

efficiertiv to a 5i ation. This activity is not confined only to

children but is oo onnoine process through life.

Pli)v is often reciarded 4.s frivolous and fif .al Ily for children.
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lt may 1)0 more useful to view the two, work and play, not as

separate activifles, but rather as cc:Iplimentarv components of all

Fictivities. Thus. Part of ech activity is work, and the remainder is

Play. The paritr obtains satisioction from the creative act as well

as in the anticination of a saic. The car salesman derives oatisfaction

both from the process of understanding the idiosyncrasies of a customer

and in nainins mastc-ry 'er him and manipulating him to purchase, but

also from the commission he receives for completnn the sale.
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This formula i n would be in acreement with Cohen ( ) who

sunnestee that it is annropiate to think of a composIte work-play

continuum on which a given ac ivity can be placed according to the

extent to which it dis lays several characteristics.

Although every activity includes both work and play components

the nronortion of each may vary. New, ambinuous and complex tasks are

composed of a large 1)iiort1On of interesting elements. But uncertainty

dually decreases with repetition and competence and tasks tend to

become redundant, stereotyped, mundane and tedious. The proportion of

play in an activity decreases and the proportion of work increases. The

continuation of an activity thus becomes more dependent upon extrinsic

rewards. If the status, economic or power reward is sufficient, activities

may he continued ev n when they have become almost exclusively work,

ail _unh rhey'may be reqarded as boring unpleasant, uninteresting and

tedious.

Yeunn children are permitted to pursue activilies motivated to

.t extent by intrinsic rewards. They can therefore afford I

aband n an activity when its intrinsic m tivati n has diminished. The

process of education is, at least in some part, directed to the training

of children to remain with activities after the intrinsic rewords are

reduced. Such training is carried on under the guise of developing a

mature and responsible attitude to life. In school children are taught

that work comes before play and that extrinsic rewards are of greater

conseguence than intrinsic satisfactions.

Neff, in his book Work and Hu an Behavior (Neff, 1968) argues

that Hwovk is not at all a natural human activity." Human beings must

learn to become,workers and the necessary skills are taught during the

9



educational process. He feels that a "work p rsonality" mu t be formed.

This personality is willing to carry on activities whose basic objectives

are instrumental - the production of something. The formation of such

a personality rem., res the shaping of an individual who is willing to

accept restrictions on his free movement from activity to activity and

the compulsions of stability, endurance and responsibility for the sake

of extrinsic rewards. The successful graduate of the educational system

has learned how to work, has chosen a career and is ready to undertake

b.

Job Satisfaction

The term job usually refers to an individual piece of work

done in the course of one's occupation or trade. As such it is anti-

thetical to game which is seen as a non-job occupation. But jobs and

games have both intrinsic and extrinsic components. Both jobs and games

refer to activities that extend over a period of time, have elements of

repetition and may include one or more related activities.

The main distinction between jobs and games lies in the moti-

vation for their performance; jobs are mainly instrumental, extrinsi-

cally motivated and directed towards the creation of a product. Work

constitutes therefore a high proportion of the activities in a.job.

Games are mainly, but not entirely, intrinsically motivated. Games

can also be prestigious. Doing a job well is extrinsically rewarding;

it can also be pleasing.

Job satisfaction is derivable both from the activity itself

and from the anticipation of the rewards to be obtained upon its comple-

tion. Hertzberg attempted to separate out these two 'constituents of a job

10



(Her71,ero, 156). He argued Thai each job has m,tivational and hycieni

comncnen±s. Thc, former irrlude a-thioyement rcoqritior, work

re,;nonsihility and advancertent. erTzh argued that the existence of

motivational charicer tics in e Joh provided setisfac ion and their

non-existence did not cause dis tisfaction, but trir-ly a lack of satin-

,tion. Under the heading hygienic comp nents, he i nc luded company

policy and ad inistration, supervision, salary, int rpersonal relations

(sup rvi 1 n) and working conditions. H gienic characteristics were

said to aff_ct the degree of di!-7,setisfaction with the 1-I Thu_ a

hi h salary would not cause satisfaction, but merely reduce dissatisfac-

t ion.

Hertzbera may have been extreme in dichotomizirig job characte

istics into two types and treatinq them as orthog nal factors. It is

true that the hygienic factors are extr nsic to the activity and so do

not provide satisfaction to the individual during the performance

a task. But the anticipation of the reward (e.g., money) may be satis-

fying. One may take pleasure not only in doing a job well but also in

expecting that one may pet paid well. Moreover, some of the factors

that H rtzberg ln6luded under the heading of motivational, such as

responsibility and advancemen could not be included in the task--

intrinsic definiti n for their reward, delivered to the worker in the

form of red lnition, advancement, etc., is not inherent in the nature

of the task itself.

Jobs differ in the initial proportion of intrinsic and extrin-

sic motivational components. These differences may, in part, be due to

the fl xibility and amount 01 structure built into them by the employer

or by the previous occupants. A job description is usually a poor

11
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exposition of these rei'ationships and knowledae of the proportion of the

intrinsic component is oonerni ly transmitted by word of mouth, usually

from other employees in the organization. Thus a prospective employee

may ask how much freedo- to 'do your own thing" there is on the job, or

"how much does the boss ride you?" Thes questions are mainly directed

to ascert ining the amount of flexibility existent in the job that

would allow scope for interest and pers nal growth.

One might expect that iobs with less potential for intrinsic

satisfaction would be designed to yield greater extrinsic reward higher

salary, status, etc., but the reverse is often the case. Blue collar

jobs that provide little satistion in their accomplishment are often

noorly salaried and of low status. Their main source of satisfaction

may be, as Menninger slated, that they leave the worker exhausted.

Realizing this1 workers org nize into unions and demand increases in

extrinsic reinforcement. They insist on higher salaries and m re task-

extrinsic benefits such as pensions, medical care, shorter hours and

longer vacations, for these reinforcements are easily pinpointed and

de_,cribed in contract . They are also measurable and distributable

scro all employees in a company. They are also easier for the employer

to deliver.

Recently there has been a move by workers to demand that jobs

be re fructured to provide greater interest. Unions are demanding that

jobs be made less boring and repetitious. Gains of this kind are as

rewarding to workers as is additional material reinfor ement.

In an attempt to describe a utopian soci ty, Skinner, in

Walden II (Skinner, 1962) proposed a edit system which would make it

Possible to evaluate jobs in terms of the willingness of members of the
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society to undertake it In his utopia unpleasant Jobs, like cleaning

would have a high value, i.e. receive more labor-credits than

more pleasant Rs On the other hand, working in the flower aardens

would have a low _-trim,,ic pay-off be ause it is so desirable, yielding

as it does much creator intrinsic satisfacti n. Skinner pointed oe=

that novernments make some obs, su h as soldiering appear very hon -

able nd desirable to attract volunteers. Iy raising the level of

extrin lc rewards, such as status and nrestige, they facilitate recruit-

ment to that service. Private ornanizations also exaggerate the status

or prestine of some jobs which have low intrinsic payoff and for which

they do not wish to pay hi h salaries by providing uniforms or titles

for their personnel.

Eventually the level of intrinsic motivation in every activity

is reduced to zero. All activities, if carried on long enough, become

repetitious, bo inn and routine. Usually activities are abandoned before

they become boring, but if the extrinsic rewards are sufficiently great,

activities may be carried on even after most or all of their intrinsic

moti ati n is gone- Such activifies may then be perceived as hateful,

and what is hated is the failure of the work to provide intrinsic reward.

Such work is then merely tolerated and any satisfaction derived is in

anticipati n of future rewards.

This phenonemon is not unique to blue collar workers.

Professionals and executives, regardless of productivity, insist on

annual increments. For every year their jobs tend to become a little

less fun and a little more redundant. As the amount_- of complexity and

uncertainty are reduced through increased rehearsal and gain in compe-

tence, as they become mundane professionals and executives insist on

13



replacing the dimini5h,nr intrinsic character of their jobs with i creased

axtrinic reinforcement.

The sr)eci at which jobs and other activities evolve into pure

work aepencis in bari on thc charactr,riti the activity itself. Some

games and lobs seem to have a high initial level of complexity and ambi-

guity. but are soon structured, readily mastere , and become r-1 titive

and Poring quickly. Others allow greater Scone for players and workers

to restructure their activi i05. Games and jobs that involve social

interchare to a large decree tend to remain exciting and interestiaq

longer. For humans, the most complex and unpredi t ble elements in

our environnent, allow greatest scope for flexibility and learning

experiences.

interpers)nal type jobs also require the maximum degree

of flexibility and adaptability in a worker. They require him to be

tolerant of and to prefer ,timulation with a high level of uncertainty

and to react competently in the pre- nce of high levels of umb;quity.

This does not mean that he must abhor extrinsic reinforcement, but

rather that he must insist on activities with hiah intrinsically moti-

vating character.

Maslow (1954) or ered the various motivating forces into a

hierarchical structure, su sting that extrinsic type needs such as

physical security and biological stability are responded to primarily

and only when these needs are quiescent are non-biological or intr nsic

motivators dominant. Without questioning the necessity of the hier-

archical structure one can still accept the premise of the simultaneous

ex stence of intrinsic and extrinsic forces within an individual.

People who work in close contact with the complex environments of other

14
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people must somehow be somewhat of a risk-taker or stimulus seeker.

,Jobs invol nq a high uegree of interpersonal contact often

all 4 the introduction of novelty and ambiguity by the worker on the

job. They also tend to he broad in scope ann complex in nature so that

they allow the possibility of neveloping interests in parti lar aspects

of the job, in specialization. Such jobs can also permit restructuring

by different workers so that they may all be performing seemingly iden-

tical but actually not the same johs.

A second factor that affects the rate of evolvement of a job

to pure work must be sought in the characteristics of the worker. Some

people are mo , capable of rejuv rtinq and maintaining fun and interest

in a Joh. These people may have ireater sensitivity to irregularities

and uncertainties in a situation. They may be able to ferret out subtle

nuances in situations that sem homoaeneous and therefore mundane to

others.

Desmond Morris (1969) suggested a number of ways that people

seem to react to boring environments. Among these are inventing novel

activities or variations on familiar a tivities, artificially magnifying

selected stimuli, and creating new probIem to be solved. While he was

concerned with exaggerated emphasis on these activities and stressed

their unhealthy aspe ts, it must be recognized that moderate differences

in these characteristics cen be found among normal people everywhere,

especially in their ability to generate variability on an everyday

level. In fact, people who introduce novel arrangements of and new

ways of reacting to ordinary situations are sometimes said to be c eative

and are lauded for their efforts.

Finally, some people are more motivated to work for extrinsic

rewards. They are not entirely unconcerned with intrinsic satisfaction



and a sense of doind a difficult jo) well, but rather are motivated laraely

by money, status, newer, etc Haywood (1971) argued that these people

tend to prefer jobs that are predominantly work. saf structured

and mundane jobs. Such workers may allow any job to become mundane and

uninterestjnq. They 11 y also be attracted to the structured elements

within a job and may drift towards the low intrinsicaHy motivating

portions thereo leavina the exc inq, and possibly insecure components

to others. Thu5 they may prefer repetitive, clearly defined activities,

such as shop cle-rknn, to less structured, more variable but less secure

activities, like commissicn sales.

lodern vocatl onal counseling tends still to be concerned with

Parson's (1908) three brod_ activities, ur.derstandina the individual,

understanding the needs of the world of work and enmeshing the two.

However, the determination of which chare teristics of.the r arid

aspects of the work envi ronment are important to be understood has

varied from time to time and from theory to theory. This model argues

that a vocati nal counselor shoufd also concern himself with the three

activities but shoUld seek different measures. In the work environment

he should seek to identify the initial proportions of intrinsic and

extrinsic components of lobs. He should, in other words, not focus

most of his examination on the shape of the job, its job description,

but rather on its shapelessn- s on its potential for flexibility.

The counselor should also c- centrate on measuring the Nexi-

bility of the counselee, on his motivation to work in uncertain, fairly

unstructured jobs and on his ability to induce novelty into games and

jobs. Then, he should focus on enmeshing flexible workers with shape-

less jobs.

16
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